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Abstract:
The Sarbanes-Oxley Act requires listed US companies as well as non-US companies listed on a US stock
market to establish procedures for dealing with confidential, anonymous employee submissions regarding
questionable accounting or auditing matters. Companies failing to comply with these “whistleblowing”
requirements are subject to heavy sanctions. This paper examines the compatibility of whistleblowing
requirements contained in the US Sarbanes-Oxley Act with EU data protection rules, and analyses the
roots of the historical unease with and the stigma attached to whistleblowing schemes in Germany which
result from its experiences with denunciation during the Third Reich and in the former GDR.
1. Introduction
In August 2001, Sherron Watkins, vice-president for corporate development at Enron Corporation, then
one of the world's leading energy and communications companies, alerted Enron’s Chairman and CEO,
Kenneth Lay, in an anonymous memo to certain accounting improprieties committed by the company’s
senior staff and its accounting firm Arthur Andersen. In October 2001, the US Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) announced that it had begun an inquiry into Enron’s accounting and auditing practices
which later developed into a a formal investigation. Enron was found to be in breach of a number of accepted accounting standards and filed for bancruptcy in December 2001. Arthur Andersen voluntarily
surrendered its accounting licence in 2002, thereby effectively dissolving its partnership.
When asked why she had not reported her observations earlier to her immediate superior or the company’s CEO, Sherron Watkins replied that she „was not comfortable confronting either [of them] with [her]
concerns. To do so, [she] believed, would have been a job-terminating move”1.
As the Enron and other high profile corporate scandals sent shock waves through stock exchanges the
world over, public confidence in accepted reporting and accounting practices declined. This prompted the
US administration to review its regulatory framework for corporate governance and on 30 July 2002 the
US Congress adopted the Public Company Accounting Reform and Investor Protection Act of 2002,
commonly known as the Sarbanes-Oxley Act 2002 (SOX). SOX established new or enhanced standards
for all US public company boards, management, and public accounting firms. The Act contains 11 titles,
or sections, ranging from additional Corporate Board responsibilities to criminal penalties, and requires
the SEC to implement rulings on requirements to comply with the new law.
Sherron Watkins’ role in revealing the failure of the corporate governance structures almost directly resulted in some of the new provisions contained in SOX, including a requirement for listed companies to
establish corporate codes of ethics regulating the conduct of senior financial officers and a requirement to
put in place internal reporting structures which allow employees to bring accounting and auditing irregularities to the attention of senior managers anonymously and without fear of retribution.
However, US public companies faced significant difficulties when trying to introduce the same “ethics”
codes, backed up by anonymous hotlines, at their European subsidiaries. In 2005 the French data protec________________
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tion authority, the “Commission national de l’informatique et des libertés” (CNIL), prevented a French
subsidiary of McDonalds from establishing anonymous whistleblowing procedures on the grounds that it
involved the transfer of personal data of the person accused of wrongdoing. CNIL argued that EU data
protection law prevented the transfer of data without the data subject’s consent. It also refused to authorize another “ethics hotline” put into place by a subsidiary of US technology company, Exide Technologies2. Around the same time, a German employment court held that substantial parts of the code of conduct US retailer Wal-Mart wanted to introduce for its German subsidiary were invalid under German law3.
It has been argued that the attitude of the French and German authorities in these cases is influenced by
a deep cultural unease about the concept of whistleblowing itself. Both countries have experienced in
their history how the ability of individual citizens to provide information to those in authority, allegedly for
the purpose of protecting a higher common good, has been abused by those individuals for their own
selfish motives. Germany, in particular, still suffers from its dual experience of mass denunciations during
the Hitler regime and in the former GDR. The latter regime, in the form of its Ministry for State Security,
heavily relied on the information provided by a network of so called “Inofficial Contributors” for the establishment of a system of almost total surveillance and control of its populace. A feeling therefore seems to
dominate which likens the act of “blowing the whistle” to that of denunciation, with the latter being tarnished with considerable social and historical stigma.
US based companies that fail to comply with the whistleblowing requirements set out in SOX are subject
to heavy penalties4. Those same companies are facing risks of sanctions from EU data protection authorities and the national courts of EU member states if, when establishing US style whistleblowing schemes,
they fail to comply with EU data protection rules and national constitutional and employment laws. This
has led to a situation where companies will be “damned if they do and damned if they don't”.
This paper will examine the compatibility of SOX with the EU data protection regime and German employment and constitutional legal framework. It will consider the way in which the moral and legal sensibilities which result from Germany's historical experiences inform the way in which it views and regulates
whistleblowing schemes. The paper will argue that individual rights and freedoms, such as the personality
right protected in Article 2 of the German Constitution (GG) provide a constitutional framework largely
designed to allow for the protection of the person accused of wrongdoing rather than the whistleblower.
2. The requirements of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act
SOX is one example of the „codification” of the process of whistleblowing for defined public good purposes.
2.1. Codes of ethics or conduct
Section 406(a) SOX requires public companies to adopt a „code of ethics” for senior financial officers or
persons performing similar functions which must include standards necessary to promote:
•
“honest and ethical conduct, including the ethical handling of actual or apparent conflicts of interest between personal and professional relationships;
•
full, fair, accurate, timely, and understandable disclosure in the periodic reports required to be
filed by the issuer; and
•
compliance with applicable governmental rules and regulations.”5
Similar provisions are included in the regulations enacted by the two biggest US stock exchanges,
NASDAQ and NYSE, which also require companies listed in those markets to adopt corporate govern________________
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ance guidelines or codes of conduct applicable to senior financial officers and directors, in relation to accounting, reporting and auditing matters6.
2.2. Putting in place a complaints procedure
Under section 301(4) SOX the audit commission of each public company governed by the Act must put
into place “procedures for the receipt, retention, and treatment of complaints received by the [company]
regarding accounting, internal accounting controls, or auditing matters and the confidential, anonymous
submission by employees of the [company] of concerns regarding questionable accounting or auditing
matters”.
While no particular complaints procedure is prescribed and while companies can “provide for a variety of
employee reporting methods”7, section 301 SOX requires that “at least one confidential, anonymous
method is available to employees”8.
Each code of coduct adopted under the relevant rules of the NYSE and NASDAQ must contain an enforcement mechanism that ensures prompt and consistent enforcement of the code, clear and objective
standards for compliance, and a fair process by which to determine violations9. The facilitation of whistleblowing by employees forms part of the enforcement strategy used by many companies, as complaints or
alerts from the inside are seen as the most efficient way to ensure that “ethics are valued within an organisation and potential issues are surfaced to the right supervisor and even management to deal with
them as soon as they arise.”10.
Companies which fail to comply with these requirements may face SEC civil penalties and/or, in extreme
case, the de-listing from the stock exchange on which their shares are traded11.
2.3. Protecting employees from retribution
Section 806 SOX provides protection for whistleblowing employees from retaliatory measures taken
against them by making it illegal for companies to “discharge, demote, suspend, threaten, harass, or in
any other manner discriminate against” such employees for reporting accounting irregularities or for assisting the relevant government and regulatory agencies in their inquiries into such irregularities. Employees who allege discrimination or termination of their employment agreement because of their involvement
in an enquiry have the right to file a complaint with the US Secretary of Labor and, if the Secretary has
not issued a final decision on that complaint within 180 days, to bring an action in court against their discriminatory treatment or dismissal.
These employee protection rules were clearly designed to overcome the fear of potential whistleblowers
that their actions might result in their immediate dismissal12. However, the concept itself is by no means
new to Anglo-American law as it has also been employed in the other Acts which were designed to encourage informing by private individuals on the actions and behaviour of fellow citizens13.
3. The nature of whistleblowing
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Near and Miceli define the term “whistleblowing” widely as „the disclosure by organisation members (former or current) of illegal, immoral, or illegitimate practices under the control of their employers, to persons
or organisations that may be able to effect action”14.
3.1. The whistleblower as an „insider”
The whistleblower’s position as an organisational insider is is a key factor in determining the protection he
deserves15. Only persons who have a close connection with the organisation whose wellbeing is threatened by the practice they seek to expose will themselves be at risk of being affected either by the practice
itself or by its disclosure. Mere rumours spread by unrelated third parties about certain individuals will
rarely assist the management of the relevant organisation in addressing truly pressing issues of corporate
governance.
3.2. Illegal or unethical practice
The procedure which is exposed by the whistleblower must be in some form illegal. It must be capable of
harming the relevant organisation, its employees (including, possibly, the whistleblower) and/or a public
or common good. In the case of accounting improprieties, for example, it is acknowledged that the consequences of such improprietes harm investor confidence in accepted accounting procedures. This could
have a negative impact on share prices and investor behaviour in general.
However, difficulties arise in relation to legal but merely unethical conduct. Although social scientists
seem to assume that the act of whistleblowing is always “morally desirable”16, one could argue that the
morality of the act is dependent on the legitimacy of the behaviour the act seeks to uncover. As Near and
Miceli point out, the illegitimacy of the activities of an organisation or individual members of an organisation “is in the eye of the beholder, namely the whistleblower”17. They argue therefore that the concept of
legitimacy, in the Weberian sense of activities which organisations have the authority to commit, is crucial
in this context. According to Weber, the basis of such authority is the acceptance by organisation members and society that such actions are appropriate18.
However, historical experience, for example during the NS-Regime, shows that individuals who informed
on neighbours and colleagues for offences against the regime felt entirely justified in their belief that their
actions benefited the public good19 and that the behaviour of those they accused of wrongdoing fell foul of
their concept of legitimacy. The values those informers sought to protect, for example racial purity, obedience to the ruling government etc., while commonly accepted by members of German society at the time,
were not, in many cases, values which would be upheld by today's constitutional democracies. Whistleblowing must therefore be seen in the context of the legal and ethical framework in which it occurs.
If one defines ethics as the “human concern for the degree of rightness involved in making intentional and
voluntary choices in conduct touching on such moral values as justice, goodness and truthfulness, and
which carries the potential for significantly affecting other people”20 individuals, when making ethical
choices, are guided by a variety of standards based on, among other things, the political values of their
nation, their religious admonitions21, legal regulations, the utilitarian perspective (greatest good for the
________________
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greatest number) as well as some situational guidelines22. It is clear, therefore, that any concept of “legitimacy” is vulnerable to personal bias as well as social, political and historical change. In extreme cases
this can lead to an unfair accusation of individuals who, for some reason, deviate from the accepted norm
notwithstanding the fact that the “ethics pedigree” of that norm itself may be questionable.
3.3. Report to a person in a position to take action
Whistleblowing is usually defined as the reporting of certain behavior in disregard of an organisation’s
accepted line management structures23, since the whistleblower is necessarily an individual who lacks a
legitimate power base to change the organisation's acitivities and who must therefore rely on other informal bases of power24.
The reasons for the circumvention of such structures are manifold and include not only the mistrust of
one’s immediate line manager or the believe that they will not take action, but also the fear of retribution,
the need for anonymity or – on the contrary – the wish to be recognised for one’s actions by someone in
the organisation’s „higher order”. Near and Miceli have argued that the initial reluctance of some organisations to establish systems which protect whistleblowers from retribution may be attributed to this circumvention of established authority structures. While the whistleblower may provide valuable information
helpful in improving the organisation's effectiveness or in detecting the prevalence of illegal activity, publicly condoning a challenge of that structure may “push the organisation into chaos and anarchy”25.
Different opinions are voiced in the relevant literature on the required status of the person to whom the
offending behavior is reported. Some authors argue that whistleblowing only occurs when the accuser
involves persons external to the affected organisation26. However, this school of thought seems contrary
to the Anglo-American understanding of whistleblowing as a process which primarily concerns the affected organisation, its officers and its other members (for example, employees). A wider definition of
whistleblowing which disregards the question of whether the person to whom the report is made is an
insider or external to the organisation therefore seems more appropriate.
3.4. Whistleblowing as a form of pro-social behaviour
In assessing the legitimacy of whistleblowing arrangements it is important to consider the whistleblowers’
motives. Brinker Dozier and Miceli argue that while whistleblowing is not an act of pure altruism, defined
by Batson as a „desire of one organism to increase the welfare of another as an end-state goal”27, it is
nonetheless „a form of pro-social behaviour”28, involving both „selfish (egoistic) and unselfish (altruistic)
motives on the part of the actor”. According to Staub, pro-social behaviour is positive social behaviour
that is intended to benefit others29. However, pro-social actors can also intend to gain rewards for themselves, so that in some cases, whistleblowers might seek personal advantages from their behavior. As
the degree to which people intend to benefit themselves by benefiting others varies across instances of
pro-social behaviour, Staub argues that it is not necessary for unselfish motives to dominate. They must
simply be present and contribute to the individual's urge to take action.
One could argue that in case of a genuine violation of an organisation’s accepted standards, it is irrelevant if the whistleblower’s actions are also informed by selfish motives. But (co-)existence of selfish and
altruistic motives both, raises the spectre of a possible abuse of process and could also make unjustified
whistleblowing more likely. It has been well established that a large proportion of informants’ reports dur________________
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ing both the NS-Regime and in the former GDR was motivated by personal differences with the object of
the denunciation. Many people were moved to their actions by a desire to cause damage to the reputation
of a superior or a wish for revenge. Many sought “self-aggrandisement and publicity”30 or acted because it
provided them with a feeling of power or the illusion of participating in and supporting executive control.
Often reports were made by the socially weaker party against the stronger31. At the same time, the habitual reporting of minor rule violations, largely for selfish reasons, may lead to a shift in the organisation’s
social climate. Consequently, one must question Staub's contention that whistleblowing behaviour can be
classified as pro-social even if it is not the altruistic motive which dominates the action.
3.5. Anonymity and whistleblowing
The question whether whistleblowing should be done anonymously or openly will significantly influence
the way in which the practice is viewed by society. Jensen points out that engaging in whistleblowing
openly tends to create greater credibility, since the person “exhibits great courage in courting considerable punishment from the organisation”32. On the other hand, keeping one's idenity secret “carries with it
more protection, and may embolden the whistleblower to be more comprehensive and incisive, thus getting to the heart of the case more quickly and more effectively”33. The question arises how fair it is to the
public, and to the person accused of wrongdoing, not to know the source of the charges? Does the latter
have the right to know the whistleblower's identity or do they have the right to withhold it?
The reason generally given for allowing whistleblowers to remain anonymous is that they must be protected from retaliation by the organisation or the individual whose activities they report. Elliston therefore
proposes that the greater the probability of unfair retaliation, the weaker the prohibition on anonymity
should be.
On the other hand, anonymity may be condemned because it impedes the pursuit of truth. Whistleblowers
who level accusations against another while remaining anonymous makes it more difficult, albeit not usually impossible, to determine whether their charges are true or false. Because they cannot be questioned
or asked for their sources of information, their accusations are harder to verify or to repel.
Elliston has likened anonymous whistleblowig to a “paradigm of bad manners”, allowing the whistleblower
“to say nasty things about people not present to defend themselves”34. He argues that the reason for this
harsh condemnation of the practice can be found in the concept of loyalty in that “[t]o be a faithful member of a group is to protect the interests of that group as a whole and of its members individually.”35 Many
whistleblowers will indeed experience moral conflict if they feel that their inclination to act might lead to a
violation of fundamental norms of their reference groups36. As Bok argues:
“Conflict between responsibilities is reflected in conflicting messages within many professions: The professional ethic requires collegial loyalty, while the codes of ethics often stress responsibility to the public
over and above duties to colleagues and clients37.”
It is clear, however, thar accusing other members of a group behind their backs has the potential to disrupt the cohesion of the group, undermine trust in each other and threaten group solidarity.
In addition, whistleblowers may use their anonymity to hide their own selfish motives for their actions. If
they cannot be traced, they cannot be held accountable for wrong and unfair accusations, at least not by
the person against whom their allegations are directed. One must therefore distinguish between “ reasons
and causes, the justification and the motivation, the evidence that proves a statement true or false and
the personal considerations that lead a person to utter it”38. Where accusations are incorrect or made in
________________
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bad faith, granting a whistleblower anonymity will add to the problem that the system may be abused by
individuals for their own self-interest.
4. The compatibility of whistleblowing rules with the EU data protection regime
The reporting by a whistleblower of a specific individual for perceived violations of rules such as a company’s code of ethics will necessarily entail the collection of certain information about that individual. If
such information can be categorised as „personal data”, the collection of that data by an organisation and
the further transfer of such data to associated or external organisations within or outside the EU must be
compliant with EU data protection rules.
4.1. The EU data protection regime
The processing of personal data inside the European Union and the transfer of such data from the EU to
countries outside the European Economic Area (EEA) is subject to the data protection regime set out in
Directive 95/46/EC on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on
the free movement of such data (the Data Protection Directive)39. The Directive introduced broad obligations on those who collect personal data (data controllers40), as well as conferring broad rights on individuals about whom data is collected (data subjects41). „Personal data” is defined in Article 2(a) of the
Directive as information relating either to an identified person or a person who can be identified, directly
or indirectly, by reference to a reference number or by one or more factors specific to him.
4.1.1. Legitmacy of whistleblowing schemes
According to Article 6 of the Data Protection Directive, personal data must be provided „fairly and lawfully”. For a whistleblowing scheme to be lawful, the processing of personal data carried out as part of the
procedure must be legitimate, and satisfy one of the grounds set out in Article 7 of the Directive. These
grounds include, among other things, situations where:
•
The processing is necessary for compliance with a legal obligation to which the data controller is
subject42. This could arguably include a company's obligation to comply with the provisions of SOX.
•
The processing is necessary for the purposes of the legitimate interests pursued by the data controller or by the third party or parties to whom the data are disclosed, except where such interests are
overridden by the interests or the fundamental rights and freedoms of the data subject which require protection under Article 1(1) of the Directive. Again, one could argue that the SOX requirement to establish
reporting systems may be found necessary for the purposes of a legitimate interest pursued by the company establishing those systems or by a third party, including the US parent company and the US regulator, to whom the data are subsequently disclosed.
4.1.1.1. Compliance with a legal obligation
A certain amount of uncertainty exists about whether or not all of the SOX provisions apply to companies
established outside the US. In January 2006, the US Court of Appeals held that the provisions on the
protection of whistleblowers contained in section 806 SOX do not apply to foreign citizens working outside
the US for foreign subsidiaries of US companies43. Although this is only a 1st Circuit decision which is
currently under judicial review, it has raised questions over the general applicability of SOX in Europe.
However, as sections 301 and 406 clearly seem to apply to multi-national companies, Schreiber et.al.
conclude that the limitation of the extra-territoriality of individual rights under section 806 does not seem
to affect the extra-territoriality of the requirements of establishing a code of conduct and/or a related complaints procedure44.
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Regardless of the question of applicability, however, the EC Article 29 Working Party, in its opinion on the
compatibility of whistleblowing schemes with EU data protection rules45, has concluded that in any case
„an obligation imposed by a foreign legal statute or regulation [...] may not qualify as a legal obligation by
virtue of which data processing in the EU would be made legitimate” as „[a]ny other interpretation would
make it easy for foreign rules to circumvent the EU rules laid down in [the Data Protection Directive]”46.
As a result, SOC whistleblowing provisions may not be considered as a legitimate basis for processing on
the basis of Article 7©”47.
4.1.1.2. Processing for the purpose of legitimate interests of the controller
The Article 29 Working Party has acknowledged that whistleblowing schemes adopted to ensure the stability of financial markets and the „prevention of fraud [...] as well as the fight against bribery, banking and
financial crime, or insider trading” might be seen as serving a legitimate interest of a company that would
justify the processing of personal data by means of such schemes. The need of subsidiaries of US companies or non-US companies listed at US stock exchanges to comply with the US regulatory framenwork
can also be seen as a legitimate interest of such companies.
However, as the Working Party points out in its opinion, Article 7(f) of the Directive requires „a balance to
be struck between [that legitimate interest] and the fundamental rights of data subjects”48. The Working
Party argues that, in accordance with Article 6 of the Directive, „this balance of interest test should take
into account issues of proportionality, subsidiarity, the seriousness of the alleged offences that can be
notified and the consequences for the data subjects”49. It particular, „adequate safguards” would have to
be put into place as well as provisions safeguarding the data subject’s right under Article 14 of the Directive „to object at any time on complelling legitimate grounds to the processing of the data relating to
them”.
4.2. The recommendations of the EC Article 29 Working Party on establishing compatible codes of
conduct50
Based on its assessment of the compatibility of whistleblowing schemes with EU data protection rules,
the Working Party made a number of recommendations.
The working party considered that the application of the principles of data quality and proportionality51 had
a number of consequences for whistleblowing schemes:
•
It suggested that in application of the proportionality principle, the company responsible for the
whistleblowing scheme should carefully assess whether it might be appropriate to limit both the number of
persons eligible for reporting alleged misconduct and the number of people who might be incriminated, in
particular in the light of the seriousness of the alleged offences, although it acknowledged that in both
cases the categories of personnel involved may still “sometimes include all employees in the fields of
accounting, auditing and financial services”52.
________________
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•
The Working Party pointed out that although in many cases, anonymity of complaints was desirable, if not necessary to achieve the specified aims, where possible, whistleblowing schemes should be
designed in such a way that they did not encourage anonymous reporting as the usual way to make a
complaint. Rather, reporting should be identifiable but confidential53. The Working Party argued that there
were a number of practical reasons as to why anonymous reporting was not always desirable, including
the fact that it made it harder for investigators to contact the whistleblower for follow-up questions and the
fact that it was easier to organise protection of the whistleblower (whose identity might, in any case be
guessed by his co-workers) against retaliation. A scheme promoting anonymous reports, on the other
hand, would run the risk of negatively affecting the social climate within an organisation which, in turn,
might result in „developing a culture of receiving anonymous malevolent reports” or might “lead people to
focus on the whistleblower, maybe suspecting that he or she is raising the concern maliciously”54. The
Working Party also suggested that only identified reports would satisfy the requirement that data be collected fairly.
•
The Working Party recommended that the type of information to be collected and processed
through the scheme should be defined and limited to accounting, auditing and related matters55. The personal data processed within the scheme should be limited to the data strictly and objectively necessary to
verify the allegations made, and data should, where possible, be deleted within two months of the end of
an investigation.
•
The Working Party reminded companies that as data controllers they must provide information
about the existence, purpose and operation of the scheme to the data subject under Article 10 of the Directive56.
•
The Working Party noted that it was essential to balance the rights of the person incriminated, the
whistleblower and the company's legitimate investigation needs. In accordance with Articles 11 and 14 of
the Directive, an accused person should be informed as soon as possible of the matters of which they
were accused, details relating to the scheme, and their rights to access the data and to have it rectified or
erased in the event of error. In no circumstances should the identity of the whistleblower be disclosed
unless there were grounds for believing that the accusation had been made maliciously. At the same
time, the Working Party acknowledged that in some cases, granting data subjects access to the information collected about them, might jeopardise the company’s ability effectively to investigate the allegations
made, or to collect the required evidence. In this case, the Working Party agreed that “notification to the
incriminated person [might] be delayed as long as such risk exists”57.
•
The Working Party set out several guidelines as to how a whistleblowing scheme should be managed. It recommended that, internally, a dedicated investigation group should be established, separate
from other departments of the company, dedicated to handling whistleblowers reports and leading the
investigation. It should consist of a limited number of specially trained people who would be bound by
confidentiality obligations. Any external bodies involved in the scheme should also be bound by terms of
confidentiality. Moreover, the Working Party believes that, as a rule, multi-national groups should deal
with reports locally, i.e. in the (EU) country where the complaint is filed, rather than „automatically share
all the information with other companies in the group”58.
•
The Working Party stated that, in accordance with Article 25 of the Data Protection Directive, data
should only be transferred to a third party outside the EU where that country ensures an adequate level of
protection. If the transferee was an entity established in the US, currently only the “Safe Harbor” scheme
provided for an adequate level of protection for data transfers from the EU to US organisations which
have joined the scheme. Where companies had not, or could not59, join the Safe Harbor scheme, they
________________
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had to rely on other safeguards such as entering into a data transfer contract with the EU entity, for example based on the standard contract clauses issued by the European Commission in its Decisions of 15
June 2001 or 27 December 2001 and 7 January 200560 or by relying on a set of binding corporate rules
put in place by the group to which both companies belong with the aim of facilitating group-internal crossborder data transfers and which the competent data protection authorties had approved.
5. The compatibility of whistleblowing rules with German law
As shown above, there exists a fundamental difference between the perception of a whistleblowers' role
and status in society in the Anglo-American jurisdictions and those of Continental Europe, specifically
Germany.
5.1. The historical stigma of denunciation in Germany
Although so far, only a small number of whistleblowing cases have been decided by the German courts61
many of those decisions seem to mirror the famous remark by Hoffman v. Fallersleben62 that the informer
is “the greatest villain in the land”63. This reflects an attitude which sees the informer as someone who
“befouls their own nest”64, particular where information about another person is passed on to the state.
Müller has argued that this attitude is partly due to the fact that, in Germany since the days of the liberation movement in the early 19th century, the state has never been understood as an entity made up by
and representing its citizens (as in the United States). Rather that the image of the authoritarian state with
which no solidarity can exist remains prevalent in peoples' minds.65 It is submitted, however, that in view
of the undeniable democratisation of the public consciousness since the end of Worl War II, this argument
is fast loosing credibility. A better explanation for the German approach to whistleblowing might be that it
is – still - informed by and reflects a deep historical unease about a form of „personal activism” so reminiscent of behavior that was widely used (and abused) in Germany’s most recent past.
Denunciations during the NS-Regime grew from relatively small beginnings to a situation where fear and
distrust became the norm in German society. In many cases denunciations were used to bring “deviating
behaviour” (such as homosexuality or relationships between Germans and members of other “races”) to
the attention of the police and the security services. Towards the end of the Third Reich, the majority of
criminal prosecutions for certain offences, for example violations of the laws angainst racial purity, can be
traced back to reports by third party informers.66 The regime had declared that German citizens had a
moral obligation “actively to contribute to national and public security and the united […] national community67 by reporting “moaners” and “defeatists” who criticised the system or the government. Although the
image of the Gestapo as omnipresent, omnipotent and omniscient still prevails, studies have shown that
in light of the task it was set, it was in fact “understaffed and overbuerocratic”68. Before the annexion of
Austria in 1938, only around 7,000 persons were employed by the Gestapo, only about half of them were
in active police service. At the end of 1944 the service employed approx. 32,000 people in all of Germany
including the occupied territories. In 1937, in Düsseldorf, then a town of approx. 650,000 inhabitants,
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there were only 126 active members of the Gestapo69. Mallmann and Paul conclude that “without the
army of willing informers, the Gestapo would have been effectively blind”70.
Informers were used by the regime for the purpose of social control and to impose and enforce its own
political ideas. However, while it is often assumed that informers did what they did because they were
afraid for their personal safety, studies have shown that political denunciations were more often motivated
by personal reasons, petty disagreements and an unhealthy tendency towards improving one's one image with the authorities71. Even Hitler himself acknowledged this when he observed that “we currently live
in a sea of denunciations and human meaness” where individuals frequently informed on another person
while recommending themselves as their successor72. Many denunciation led to prosecutions before the
German Special Courts and the imposition of severe penalties against those accused of deviance or
wrongdoing.
Only a few decades later, the communist regime in the former GDR employed similar methods when it set
up the Ministry for State Security (“Stasi”) which used a network of “Inofficial Contributors”, most of them
neighbours, family members or co-workers of those on whom they informed. This network played a major
part in turning the GDR into what the West German media later described as “the most perfected surveillance state of all time”. Official statistics show that at the end of the regime the Stasi had 97,000 employees to oversee a country of 17 million people. This would mean that there was one Stasi officer for every
175 people. By comparison, it is estimated that in Hitler's Third Reich there was one Gestapo agent for
every 2000 citizens, and in Stalin's USSR there was one KGB agent for every 5830 people73. However,
the Stasi is also reported to have had 174,000 inofficial contributors among the population74. This would
bring the ratio of observers to citizens down considerably, making it one Stasi officer or informant for
every 63 people.
Many explanations have been found for this willingness of the German people to inform on their fellow
countrymen and women, from fear of Stasi retribution to “an impulse to ensure that your neighbour was
doing the right thing” often linked to the “German mentality” which is alleged to include “a certain drive for
order and thoroughness”75. One major difference between Stasi inofficial contributors and Gestapo informers can be seen in the way in which they became active. While during the Nazi-Regime informers
often reported events and third party actions voluntarily and for their own personal motives, Stasi collaborateurs were recruited by Stasi officers. Recruitment was seen by the recruited as either a threat or an
“act of trust” by the state. In the former case, informers feared discrimination at the workplace or at
school/university for themselves or their children. In the latter case people are reported to have felt “honoured” that they had been chosen to contribute to the cause of creating a socialist state:
“At first I felt a little bit strange, but then I was really happy. I was happy that someone was interested in
me and that I could do something really important. And that it would be for the protection of socialism was
of particular importance for me. That's when I wrote into my diary: 'Now I am really important” – or something like that. I was very happy about that.”76
This not only goes to show how the establishment of formal systems which facilitate the practice of “informing” encourages individuals to participate in those systems, but also how they can be used to manipulate those individuals to protect values which they may not otherwise have prioritised over their own
feelings of respect for others and peer loyalty.
________________
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The psychological, social and political consequences of this impressive surveillance network as well as
similar networks employed by other totalitarian regimes have been widely discussed. Like all comprehensive surveillance systems both the Gestapo and the Stasi networks tended to “undermine trust and,
through [their] emphasis on individual behaviours, to undermine social solidarity as well”77. At the same
time such systems augment “the power of those who institute [them] without increasing their accountability”78. People who live in an atmosphere where they do not know whether their every move is being
watched and reported to the authorities will seek to conform to the rules of the ruling system. Rather than
resist the oppressive forces many withdraw into what has been called “internal emigration”. “ They shelter
[…] their secret inner lives in an attempt to keep something of themselves from the authorities”.79
The often disastrous effect of denunciation was officially recognised by the Allies after the end of the war,
when a number of Gestapo informers were prosecuted for the commission of crimes against humanity
under Control Council Law No. 10. In most of these cases the courts held that the offenders could not rely
on the argument that they lacked an understanding that what they were doing was wrong, since their attitudes had violated commonly accepted moral laws80.
Naturally, the establishment of whistleblowing systems in an employment context cannot be compared to
surveillance systems set up by totalitarian regimes. However, Germany’s historical experiences with denunciation go some way in explaining its reluctance to allow the establishment of formal reporting systems for the protection of often unspecified “common goods” which permit informers to use those systems
anonymously and with limited accountability. In contrast to Anglo-American jurisdictions, there can be no
unqualified acceptance of informing/whistleblowing as pro-social behaviour and laws which protect the
whistleblower's interests over those of the person accused of wrongdoing. Instead, one might expect
Germany to recognise a need for dual protection of both the whistleblower from retribution and the target
of the allegation from untrue and unjustified accusations. It is therefore necessary to examine Germany’s
legal and constitutional framework within which whistleblowing schemes must operate in order to evaluate
the unique situation companies employing such schemes find themself in.
5.2. Protection of the whistleblower
The extent to which a jurisdiction views whistleblowing as desirable, “lawful” behaviour can be measured
by the extent to which it grants legal protection from retaliation to the whistleblower. In an employment
context, this relates, in particular, to the extent to which the whistleblowing employee is pretected from
unfair dismissal and other discriminatory measures by his employer. The act of whistleblowing, particularly where the recipient of the report is external to the organisation, can be seen as a breach of a contractual obligation of loyality81 employees owe their employer, including, for example, an obligation to
keep confidential any business internal information. The existence of such an obligation and its breach
may justify the dismissal of the whistleblower under §626 of the German Civil Code (BGB) because of the
employee's “behaviour”82.
While it cannot be denied that the state and the public will often have an interest in the disclosure of information by the employee, for example where this relates to the violation by the employer of health and
safety provisions or where the employer is alleged to have committed a criminal offence, the employer
arguably has a vested interest in maintaining a climate of mutual trust between employees and between
himself and his employees which might be affected if employees feel that they have the right or the obligation to spy on each other and, in this context, to disclose possibly business-sensitive information to a
third party. Some commentators argue that employees' obligation of loyalty is in any case limited by their
constitutional rights83 as well as their legal rights84 obligations obligations85 to disclose certain information
to the relevant authorities.
________________
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5.2.1. German case law on whistle blowing
As already mentioned86, only a few cases of whistleblowing have been decided by the German courts to
date. They all deal with reports or the disclosure of information to business-external authorities and the
decisions are unlikely to be directly transferable to business-internal whistleblowing scenarios.
However, closer inspection of those cases shows that the courts' willingness to protect the whistleblower
from unfair dismissal is influenced not only by changing historical, political and social circumstances but
also by questions of the legitimacy of the reported behaviour, employee motivation and whether or not it
would have been necessary/more appropriate for the whistleblower to attempt to address the situation
himself.
In the first decided case on whistleblowing in 1959, the Federal Employment Court (BAG) examined
whether an employer was justified in dismissing an employee who had instituted criminal proceedings
against him for violations of transport and hauling regulations87. Although the Court accepted not only that
the employee's accusations were correct but also that the employee, by following his employer's instructions, was at risk of committing a criminal offence himself, it held that the employee's dismissal had been
lawful, since the employer's claim to the employee's loyality outweighed all other considerations and the
employee could have refused to carry out the employer's instructions where they would have required him
to break the law. The tone of the decision betrays a strong “anti-informer” attitude of the court which may
be explained by it proximity in time to the end of the NS-Regime. At a time when former NS-informers
were still prosecuted for denunciations during the Third Reich, the court might have felt that a decision
which would encourage further “denunciations” would be giving the wrong signal. Subsequent decisions88
increasingly take into account the employee's motivation for reporting the employer's illegal behaviour as
well as the question of whether the accusation was in fact correct. If the employee's report was an appropriate reaction to the employer's offence89 and provided that the employee did not knowlingly or carelessly make false accusations against the employer90, it was held that the accusation did not justify the
employee's dismissal under §626 BGB91. At the same time, if an employee, because of the breakdown of
a personal relationship with the employer, reported him to the revenue because of alleged tax evasion,
she could not argue that she was justified in her actions because they might also benefit the common
good of correct and fair revenue collection92.
The progress towards more comprehensive rules of protection for the benefit of whistleblowers seems to
have reached its provisional conclusion in 1996 when the employment court in Cologne had to decide a
very similar case to that which was the subject of the 1959 BAG decision93. Ignoring the BAG’s arguments in favour of employee loyalty as the higher value, the court concluded that the dismissal of an em________________
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ployee of a haulier business who had reported his employer for violations of traffic and vehicle safety
regulations was void, since the employee had had reason to doubt the vehicles' roadworthyness and because his repeated attempts to resolve this issue directly with his employer had been ignored by the latter94. However, the court specifically left open the question if its decision would have been different, had
the employee take additional steps against the employer or had he also informed the press or the public
about the violations.
5.2.2. Dismissal after the introduction of a whistleblowing hotline
To date, there have been no cases where an employee has been dismissed following a report of illegal
behaviour to an insider of the organisation whether in accordance with the organisation’s line management structure or through an act of whistleblowing. It seems likely, however, that the courts would not
permit employers to dismiss employees who have genuinely tried to act in the best interest of both the
employer himself (for example, when reporting the illegal actions of a superior, of which the employer
may not have been aware) and of their co-workers and/or the general public (for instance, in the case of
health and safety violations). Of course, there is a danger that employers could try to “take revenge” on
whistleblowers by dismissing them for charges other than the act of whistleblowing itself. Employee may
then find themselves at a disadvantage when it comes to providing evidence for their contention that their
decision to blow the whistle was the real reason for the termination of their contract.
Where the employer has introduced an ethics code of conduct backed up by a requirement on his employees to report any violation of that code through a whistleblowing hotline, it could be argued that the
employer should not have the right to dismiss an employee who follows this procedure. As Wisskirchen,
Körber and Bissels argue, the introduction of these requirements ultimately serves the protection of the
employer's interests95 and amends the employees' contractual obligations, including their loyalty obligations. It thereby significantly alters the substance of the contractual relationship between employer and
employees. The dismissal of employees following their permitted and desired use of the whistleblowing
hotline would contradict the doctrine of “venire contra factum proprium”96. At the same time it could be
argued that this does not preclude an employee's dismissal, if they, in circumvention or avoidance of the
internal whistleblowing procedures, reports the violation to an external authority. In this case the existing
interpretation provided by the courts would continue to apply, possibly with the effect of discouraging employees from blowing the whistle.
5.3. Protection of the accused co-worker
In order to establish how the rights of the co-worker accused of wrongdoing are protected in German law
one must examine employment and data protection law as well as the constitutionally guaranteed personality right of the individual (Article 2 I of the German Constitution (GG)).
5.3.1. Whistleblowing hotlines and the German data protection regime
The Data Protection Directive was implemented in Germany through the Federal Data Protection Act97
(BSDG). While the German Act differs in structure from the Directive it provides a similar data protection
framework.
Under §4 BDSG, the processing of personal data98 is only lawful if it is permitted or required by law or
regulation or if the data subject has consented to such processing.
If the employer, as is usually the case, operates the whistleblowing system by establishing a call-centre
the collection and processing of employee personal data through this system is permitted under §28
BDSG provided it is for the purpose of complying with a contractual obligation. The employer's right to
collect and process employee personal data for the purpose of compliance with an “ethics” code of conduct must therefore be an integral part of the employment contract between him and the employee.
Where the contract is silent on this issue the processing may still be permitted, if it is necessary for the
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purposes of the legitimate interests of the employer provided that that interest is not overridden by an
interest of the employee that such data should not be collected or processed (§28 BDSG).99 In view of the
fact that the introduction of whistleblowing hotlines is a relatively recent occurrence in Germany, it has
been argued that in the majority of cases, the purpose for which employee data is used in the context of
the operation of such hotlines will normally exceed the purposes contained in standard employment
agreements100.
In addition, §4b(2) BDSG provides that personal data must only be transferred to recipients outside the
EEA, if the data subject has no interest worthy of protection that such a transfer should not take place. It
is generally accepted that the data subject will have such an interest if the data are transferred to a recipient in a country which does not afford the data an adequate level of protection101. In accordance with
the regime developed in the Data Protection Directive, the data controller will either have to individually
assess whether the recipient country affords an adequate level of protection102 or will want to rely on a
„community finding of adequacy” by the European Commission103 or an agreement between the transferror and the transferee in the form of the standard model clauses approved by the European Commission104. In relation to transfers to US entities, German law recognises that companies which have signed
to the US Safe Harbor scheme are deemed to afford an adequate level of protection105.
As the regulatory framework in Germany is based on and must comply with the European data protection
regime set out in the Data Protection Directive, it is likely that the establishment of a whistleblowing
scheme in Germany will only be possible in compliance with applicable data protection rules, if the
scheme does at least comply with the recommendations of the Article 29 Working Party106. When implementing such systems companies must therefore ensure that reports are not made anonymously (except
in specific circumstances), and that the content of the report is limited to specific areas (such as financial
or accounting irregularities) and people (e.g. managers operating in these areas)107. The collection of
personal data for any additional purposes will usually require the explicit consent of the employees. Obtaining that consent is likely to be impracticable and will rarely be successful.
5.3.2. Employment law and the right to co-determination
According to §1 I of the German Works Council Constitution Act (Betriebsverfassungsgesetz – BVerfG)
every person or company operating a business with five or more permanent employees must establish a
works council the members of which are elected in direct and secret elections by the workforce (§§7-20
BVerfG). The works council is responsible for representing the interests of the employees in negotiations
with the employer on questions of legal, social and economic importance for the employees.
§87 BVerfG specifies a number of areas in which the works council enjoys a “right of co-determination”.
This means that in relation to measures which fall within the realm of those areas the works council has to
be consulted, and in some cases must give its consent, before such measures can be implemented. This
includes measures concerning:
•
questions of internal company organisation and rules regulating the behaviour of the employees
(§87 I No. 1 BVerfG);
•
the introduction and application of technical arrangements which are designed to supervise or
measure the behaviour or performance of employees (§87 I No. 6 BVerfG); and
•
selection guidelines designed to assist any decisions about individual measures relating to human resources, where in the context of those decisions more than one employee or applicant may be
suitable (§95 BVerfG).
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The question of whether the introduction of US-style “ethics codes”, which in many cases regulate in
some detail the behaviour expected of an organisation's employees, aree subject to the works council's
right to co-determination was resolved in a case brought by the works council of a German subsidiary of
US-company Wal-Mart in 2005. The case was originally heard by the employment court in Wuppertal108
whose decision was later appealed by Wal-Mart to the employment appeal court in Düsseldorf109.
Following, among other things, the coming into force of SOX in the US, Wal-Mart had adopted an ethics
code of conduct which regulated not only questions of financial and accounting propriety but also included:
•

a prohibition to accept gifts and inducements;

•

rules governing harassment and inappropriate behaviour;

•

rules governing rights of access to personnel files;

•
a prohibition of romantic relationships between co-workers if one of them is in a position to influence the working conditions of the other; and
•
a requirement that a drugs test would be carried out as part of the recruitment process. 110
Wal-Mart’s works council had argued that such wide-ranging regulation of employee behaviour could not
be introduced without its prior consultation.
The appeal court concluded that:
•
an obligation imposed on employees by an employer to report any violation of an ethics code to
their line manager or to an “ethics office” via an anonymous telephone hotline was subject to the work
council's right to co-determination under §87 I No. 1 BVerfG.
•
where the ethics code provided that employees must not accept any gifts or inducements from
suppliers, the works council had a right to co-dermination under §87 I No. 1 BVerfG with regard to the
question if this prohibition also applied to objects of daily use such as biros, diaries, cigarette lighters etc.
and how employees should behave in this respect.
•
where the ethics code prohibited the harassment of co-workers without limiting this prohibition to
sexual harrassment, the works council had a limited right of co-determination111.
The appeal court made it clear that it expected the Wal-Mart works council to agree to the majority of the
regulations contained in the ethics code as they were mostly reasonable and clearly served the protection
of the employees it represented. At the same time, by establishing that such regulations could only be
introduced following proper consultation of the works council, the decision not only defended the works
council's rights under §§87 and 95 BVerfG, but also established the limits to the extend to which employers may prescribe the behaviour of their employees.
5.3.3. The “personality right” protected in Article 2 I GG
In relation to the prohibition on romantic relationships between co-workers, the lower court in Wuppertal
had held that this, too, was subject to the work council's right to co-determination. However, this argument
was rejected by the appeal court which concluded that, rather than beingsubject to such a right under the
BVerfG, an ethics code which included such a prohibition violated the individual rights set out in Articles 1
and 2 GG. It was therefore null and void.
The appeals court argued that those provisions defined human dignity and an individual's personality right
as central values of the German constitution which had to be observed by everyone as long as the exercise of those rights did not violate the rights and freedoms of others or breached constitutional or moral
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principles. The personality right included the right of each individual freely to decide if and with whom it
wished to enter into a relationship, whether as friends or lovers.
The court found that the life of employees was influenced and determined to a significant extend through
their employment relationship. Employees' human dignity was not only affected by the question of if and
how they performed their duties but also by the question whether or not and with which co-worker they
could maintain friendships and romantic relationships. Where they were prevented from entering into a
personal relationship with a co-worker or superior even in the private sphere, employees had to assume
that theirs was only to work and that they had to “hand in their personality rights at the company reception”112.
Although the appeal court's decision mainly concerned the question of whether the Wal-Mart ethics code
was compliant with German legal and constitutional guarantees, one could argue that it indirectly affects
the question of whistleblowing at least where an enforceable requirement to report a violation of that code
exists. Such a requirement to report an “offence” cannot be lawful where the “offence” itself has no legal
basis or authority. Nonetheless, where ethics codes remain unchallenged, employees may well feel that it
is in their best interest to comply with their requirements. For this reason, it is submitted that the court was
right to emphasise the works council's right to co-determination as this concept at least provides a certain
control mechanism which, in the medium term will serve to restrain employers from including in their ethics codes “soft law” rules which directly affect the rights and freedoms of their employees without directly
being subject to the rule of law and judicial review.
6. Conclusion
In its refusal to allow ethics hotlines in the cases of MacDonalds and Excide, the French CNIL held that to
do so would „re-enforce the risk of slanderous denunciation” and the stigmatization of employees who
were the subjects of an ‚ethics alert’”113. On the other hand, advocates of the practice argue that a failure
to provide legal protection from retribution to whistleblowers will result in a situation where employees are
acticely discouraged from bringing unfair and unlawful behaviour to the attention of the employer or the
appropropriate authorities, thereby preventing them from remedying the situation and from adequately
protecting accepted public and private interests.
In view of Germany's recent experience with denunciation and Stasi-informers it is unsurprising that German courts, in particular, seem to feel deeply uneasy not only about permitting the use of reporting procedures in circumvention of established line management and authority structures but also about the introduction of new “soft law” rules adopted by private companies rather than elected governments without
due regard to individual rights and the rule of law. Not only will those companies normally be in a position
of power in relation to the rules' addressees but they may also have their own subjective political, moral or
religious agenda which they would not otherwise be permitted to impose on their employees.
As Jubb argues, there is a risk of confusion between a whistleblower and an informer.
“That broad assumption which juxtaposes the whistleblower with, say the corrupt individual turned informer is quite undesirable, not because whistleblowing is above reproach but because it is severely
tainted already.”114
In order to avoid the risk that whistleblowing will become interchangable with, and not recognised as a
special case of, “informing”115, a more restrictive definition of whistleblowing is therefore necessary, one
which takes into account the rights and interests of the whistleblower, the person accused of wrongdoing
and society as a whole. There is a balance to be struck between defending social and democratic principles and the risk of “overdefending” or seeking to defend the “wrong” or merely subjective principles.
Provisions protecting the whistleblower from retaliation, for example by allowing him or her to make reports anonymously and in circumvention of established line management structures, are only appropriate
if two conditions are met:
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1.
The standard or value the whistleblower intends to protect must bee based on strictly defined
legal requirements designed to protect specified, democratically adopted and constitutionally guaranteed
public interests or individual rights and freedoms, to the exclusion of subjective moral value judgements.
Companies, in particular, should not be free to include into ethics codes they are required to adopt for one
purpose (in the case of SOX the protection of commonly accepted finance and accounting standards)
additional behavioural requirements which affect their employees' privacy and personality rights.
2.
The organisational structures facilitating the act of whistleblowing must be designed to prevent
whistleblowers from engaging in behaviour which is largely motivated not by altruistic but by selfish motives and which may leave the person accused of wrongdong without legal protection. While it is true that
whistleblower may have self-serving as well as altruistic motives for their complaint, a balance must be
struck to ensure that the procedure is not abused by them for their own selfish purposes. The requirements of section 301(4) SOX should be tightened in accordance with the EC Working Party's recommendations. This could be achieved by restricting the number of individuals permitted to use the procedure as
well as the number of individuals about whom complaints may be made. Whistleblowers should only be
granted anonymity in exceptional circumstances and in any case only until the employer has examined
the complaint. If he decides to take steps against the person accused of wrongdoing on the grounds that
the complaint was justified, that person should be given all the information necessary to enable him or her
to defend themselves against the accusation. This would include the identity of the whistleblower, except
in very rare cases, for example where the whistleblower is expected to continue to work under the control
of the accused person on a day-to-day basis. If the employer finds that the accusation was unjustified, the
measures taken against the whistleblower should depend on their motivation for making the complaint.
Where they acted in bad faith, the person accused of wrongdoing should be informed of the whistleblower's identity so as to be able to take steps against them. Where the complaint was due to a genuine
mistake, the employer may choose to preserve the whistleblower's anonymity in order to maintain a work
climate of mutual trust.
At the same time, it is necessary for German law to provide better protection for genuine whistleblowers
from retribution and discrimination by their employers. The idea that an employer should have the right to
unquestioning loyalty from his employees, which still seems to underlie many of the judicial decisions in
this area, is outdated and outmoded in view of the changed reality of employer-employee relationships116.
Where employers are indeed found to be in breach of their contractual or statutory obligations, it is not the
employer but the whistleblower who deserves protection.
As Brinker Dozier and Miceli put it:
„[...], if the act of whistle-blowing involves only potentially positive outcomes to others and little expected
cost or benefit to the observer and is likely to be followed only by outcomes deemed ‚good’ by society117,
it can be considered altruistic”118.
On the other hand, one must not loose sight of the fact that some (political and commercial) systems
strive for the adoption of their subjective values by the majority. Those systems will make every effort to
get to a situation where everything can be seen and heard and where the private sphere is reduced to a
minimum. When used without restrictions or oversight, whistleblowing procedures can therefore turn into
an extension of an organisation's panoptic gaze which enforces values which may not otherwise be enforceable and which involves the surveilled in the process of their own surveillance at the expense of peer
loyalty, social trust and solidarity.
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